Dayton Parts Threaded Rod and U-Bolts FAQ
Q: Why is Dayton Parts making this change?
A: Dayton parts has continually looked for a solution to rust, which is on the minds at every fleet, to provide a
solution to this issue. In addition, Dayton Parts has experienced recent backorders, causing Dayton Parts to
purchase product elsewhere to meet the customer demand.

Q: Dayton Parts continues to listen to our customers when asked about a product that will
greatly reduce rust on the shelf?
A: We’ve developed a coating and process that will significantly reduce, and almost eliminate, the accumulation
of rust until put into use.

Q: Where is the product made?
A: Product is manufactured domestically in an ISO/TS 16949 facility.
Q: Does our supplier sell into the Independent Aftermarket?
A: Our supplier does not sell into the Independent Aftermarket. They manufacture and supply u-bolts exclusively
for the OEM's. Dayton Parts will be the only industry distributor for threaded rod manufactured by our supplier.

Q: Will there be some kind of indication of the center of the threaded Rod?
A: Yes, Dayton Parts MIDLINE® (see inset at bottom of page) will indicate the midpoint of the threaded rod to
insure uniform bending.

Q: What coatings are supplied?
A: There will be two coatings; one which is applied on the threaded rod and other on the U-Bolt to significantly
exceed the Aftermarket current standard for rust and meet the OEM current standard.
1) The Threaded rod will be nearly dry to the touch with very little if any residue on the rod’s surface.
2) U-bolts will be completely dry to the touch.
Both coatings will Meet OEM standards for Salt Spray Tests. (96 hours)

Q: How do the new threaded rods and u-bolts compare and test against your previous supplier?
A:

They test out higher in every facet of quality.
The tensile strength exceeds our previous product.
Rust prevention is significantly longer in salt spray tests.
Elongation and proof load both surpass our previous product.
We are offering an OEM product into the Aftermarket.
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